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A journey through impact and evaluation 
•  From evaluation of societal quality / relevance / impact / 

valorisation of academic research, 
•  through understanding these processes, 
•  to governance of challenge oriented and research 

intensive initiatives, 
•  and evaluation as a joint governance process. 
•  Theories of change enable joint governance processes. 
•  Changes are needed 



From evaluation of societal quality of research, 

•  SIAMPI: productive interactions  
– Direct interactions 
–  Indirect interactions 
– Financial interactions 

•  Valuable: 4 dimensions of impact (valorisation) 
– Actors: knowledge provider, knowledge user, intermediary  
– Responsibility is held at different levels in an organisation 
– Appropriate forms of valorisation for each discipline 
– Valorisation is a process at all stages and levels of research 



through understanding impact processes,  

•  What knowledge: 
from a project, expertise, a technique, a dataset,  

•  What relation with practice: 
intervention is the intention,  
use in a different context 

•  What stakeholders/audience: 
professionals, interest groups,  
other academics 



to challenge oriented initiatives, 
•  Joint agenda-setting & programming 

– Partly converging and partly diverging goals 
–  Impact on a selected challenge as mutual starting point 
– For example: National Science Agenda in the Netherlands 

•  Joint funding 
– Multiple sources, from public and private sectors & geographies, 

different funding regimes, …  
– For example: involvement of charities 

•  Co-creation 
– Transdisciplinary, user-involvement, PPP, … 
– For example: living labs in cities 



•  Societal challenges require societal transitions 
•  Research should contribute to such transitions 
•  This requires a transition of the research system as well 
•  Conventional research evaluation criteria and methods do 

not suffice 
– Academic peers are one of many stakeholder groups 
– Scientific quality is not an end in itself 
– Other notions of quality and impact are needed 

 

that aim for, as well as require, change.  



Enters: theory of change and evaluation. 

•  A theory of change is a shared narrative or joint understanding 
of a change or impact (journey)  

•  It’s a joint vision and a joint causal logic that explains how 
activities are understood to produce a series of results that 
contributes to achieving final impacts 

•  Assumptions are articulated 
•  Indicators can be derived from the theory of change:  

indications of progress  
•  There is a relational logic in the indicators:  

–  Some refer to structural properties, they are part of the narrative 
–  Case studies are not just anecdotes, they are cases of impact pathways and 

indications of the structural properties 



A taxonomy of methods 

•  Logical Framework: 
–  Links inputs and activitities to outputs, outcomes and impact 
–  Doesn’t provide insights into causality 
–  Usually presented in a table 

•  Impact pathways: 
–  A more detailed logical framework, in particular showing links between outcomes and 

impact 
–  Usually presented graphically 

•  Theory of change: 
–  Identifies underlying causal assumptions; exp[lains the arrows 
–  Makes change mechanisms explicit                                  (Boru Douthwaite & Rodrigo Paz, 2016) 

 
 
 



Example 1: A regional programme 

•  Regional consortium: regional government, knowledge 
institutes, (partly private owned) science/business parks  

•  10 year strategic program to strenghten economic and 
social structures through collective knowledge 
development 

•  Total budget € 500 Million 
•  15 multi stakeholder projects 
•  1 project dedicated to the development of a new 

educational approach, that benefits the health of children 





Example 2: research infrastructures 

•  Building this infrastructure will lead to  
–  More jobs and more skilled jobs in the region 
–  The creation of new instrumentation 

•  This consortium of infrastructures (ERIC) will lead to 
–  The strengthening of international scientific co-operation  
–  Enhanced cohesion through transnational access 

•  The research in this infrastructure will lead to  
–  Scientific results that will advance fundamental knowledge 
–  Capacity building: skilled graduates and researchers 
–  Creation of new firms 



Example 2: research infrastructures  
Develop theories of change with the RIs and some of their 
stakeholders concerning each of the impacts  
•  Identify the promise of each of the plots – or the ultimate goal 

(“innovations”, “more employment in the region” or “improved 
scientific capacity”) 

•  Understand and unpack the impact journey that leads towards these 
promises 

•  Identify who and what contributes to the realisation of the goal, and 
decide on whether this is within the influence of the RI 

•  Understand how impact can be organised and embedded in  
the RI 



From indicators to indications, 
Identify relevant indicators of progress 
•  Understand what serves as an indication of progress toward 

the goal or promise 
•  Select a number of indicators, quantitative as well as 

qualitative (cases) for monitoring purposes 
•  Organize the indicators and understand their order: whether 

they refer to structural properties of the initiative, or to 
anecdotal evidence. 

•  Indicators of progress – can be used to monitor, as well as to 
evaluate 



and to a shared and joined governance. 

•  Evaluation framework is developed jointly, at the start and 
maintained / revised during the lifetime 

•  Shared responsibility, including of the funder 
•  Process indicators, indications, intermediairy endpoints 
•  A range of aspects is addressed: technical and scientific, 

agendas, expectations, resources, powers, capabilities 
•  From evaluation for accountability, to monitoring in order 

to understand and be able to intervene 



This requires change, 

 
and a jointly developed  
theory of that change 
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